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Welcome

to the RMH Image Group
eNewsletter. Almost everyday we hear
the same statement from our
customers: “I didn’t know you could do
that?”. So in an effort to keep you
better informed, each month we will
spotlight a recent unique project we
completed at RMH.

enough that children would not
damage them or get inside of
them, yet portable enough that
the mall cleaning crew can move
them nightly to wax the floor.
These displays will change four
times during the year and
because of this RMH developed

Exton Mall install
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the hardware to be reusable.
The installation took place at
night so as not to interfere with

Recently Paoli Hospital became a sponsor at Exton

Above: Custom three sided display
which is durable and portable.

mall shoppers.

Square Mall. This sponsorship allows Paoli Hospital to
put up signage around the mall. The main goal of the

RMH is looking forward

recent project is to post signage that is visible and
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durable in the malls high traffic areas. RMH was
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the Exton Mall project.
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Above: one of three double sided
retractable banner stands

displays. The three
Above: one of two wall mounted 5’ x 10’
panels. This particular one is hung using
stand-offs by the food court
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